Abstract. We use simple convex functions and standard techniques in area theory to treat Morrey's extension of McShane's lower semicontinuity theorem for parametric integrals. This enables us to eliminate some technical hypotheses, simplify the proof and obtain a more general result.
We conclude that |tc(c)-t{(í/)| î l/0|S|| -^o"1« if c, ¿e F and ||c-i/|| < S.
Let A e F and ß e F. Since i/i" is convex there exists £ e 7" such that [j8, £] = i/>(o, j8) and lik^t,. If for each cc 6 S, ^"(a) = sup {[a, l] \ t,ú</>b and £ e S'} then c4¡, is simple. Thus, ¡/> is simple if for each be E sind ß e S there exists £ e S' such that U^ and [ft £] = -A(A,£).
We assume through Theorem 2 that i/r is simple. Proof. There exists T eL(E', E') with det T' = l such that C = T'r¡. Let g=7>.
Since T(-n*x) = (T'rj)*x, K + (r, r¡*x, V) = K + (q, |*x, V), and the lemma follows. If £ £ 5" and £ = /\ f for some £ e F'fc, we can, by the lemma, define Jf+(£, x, F)
=Jj» JC+fa, i*Jf, V)dq.
Let "^ be the collection of bounded domains V with K<= g. If x g C, £ e 7" and Ve r let //(x, P, £) = min {r(£, xQO) | p e F}. Proof. For fixed Fand £ both H(x, V, £) and Jf+(£, x, V) are nonnegative and lower semicontinuous. Hence so is their product. Now let Z be the collection of finite subsets of f whose distinct elements are disjoint. We define a Peano-type area F", on C by F"(x) = sup 2 sup F(x, V, £). where F¡(.v, F, £') is defined relative to \f>¡ as F(x, V, £') was defined relative to ¡A.
We define P¿x) = sup 2 sup c4(F(x, K, £)).
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The following theorem is immediate.
Theorem 3. F¿, is superadditive and lower semicontinuous.
If x is eBV let 7"(jc)=J'<} </>(x, Ax').
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